Abstract
Introduction
Direction of arrival estimation is one important field of array signal processing. There are many excellent traditional algorithms, such as MUSIC [1] , ESPRIT [2] , maximum likelihood estimations (MLM), subspace method (SM) [3] and so on. But there are inherent drawbacks in these algorithms. To get a better performance, these algorithms usually require more array elements, which increases not only the challenge of the data storage and transmission, but also the complexity of hardware. For coherent sources, the classical method to estimate the direction of arrival signal is spatial smoothing technique, such as spatial smoothing (SS) [4] , modified spatial smoothing (MSS)algorithm [5] . However, spatial smoothing technique only applies for isometric uniform linear array (ULA),which is based on the loss array of effective aperture for the price.
Since, the distribution of measured objects is sparse in the airspace. Therefore, the multi-target DOA estimation problem is simplified to the common sparse vector reconstruction problem. The non-zero elements of sparse vector and their location information represent the vector target amplitude and angle information, which of spatial spectrum is sparse. Based on the ideas, In the field of information theory and signal processing, applications of the proposed compressed sensing theory [6] [7] in the field of array signal processing have been extensive studies [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . These algorithms based on CS theory have many advantages, such as: high resolution, robust to noise, requiring fewer samples and less hardware cost, et.al. But there are also disadvantages. For example, Li [8] can only solve the non-coherent signals, and they need the form of the received signal which is known. Fu [9] uses more highly computational complexity and the performance of estimation ,which is poor in low SNR.
To overcome the above problems, a new compression sensing array is proposed by utilizing singular value decomposition (SVD-CSA) and structure of the array [9] . According to CS theory, based on the source space distribution of the essence of the sparse, using random Gaussian matrix [16] of approximation QR decomposition to airspace compressed sampling of the incoming wave signal, constructing a new DOA estimation model. First, based on the form of array manifold matrix construction the sparse representation-based matrix, in order to establish the DOA estimation model, and then search for the parameters of the DOA in the dictionary, we can get one of the most approximation original signal vector of basic vector, this vector is most consistent with the direction of the original signal matrix, projection to obtain the maximum ,the vector position is the signal direction of arrival. For a large number of snapshots of data, in order to reduce computation and improve the anti-noise performance, we use the array to receive data and singular value decomposition to reduce the dimensions of the low-dimensional signal sub space, then regularized-focal underdetermined system solver is utilized to solve multiple measurement vectors problem [15] . Compared with the CSA algorithm, the SVD-CSA algorithm is more robust to noise, and it can significantly reduce the computation complexity; Compared with the classical MUSIC algorithm, SVD-CSA algorithm can effectively estimate coherent signal, and obtain higher angular resolution and better estimation performance.
Signal model and problem statement

Array Signal Processing Model
For simplicity, assuming that in case of uniform linear array, randomly distributed in the array farfield of K independent source ( ), 1,2,...
then the array receives N-dimensional observed data vector
can be described as :
among that, ( ) 
when there are multiple narrowband incident signals, the array output can be expressed in matrix form:
Among that,the array element interval is d, uniform line array, relative to the reference point of the delay can be described as:
( 1) sin( ) / , 1,...
CSA Signal Model
In the paper,the antenna receives analog signal ( ) X t ,firstly,through "compression",then we can get the sampled signal by a small amount of pre-circuit for further processing,just as Fig.1 array architecture, that is, we need add the gain circuit module of a multiplied and the sum between each receiving antenna and front-end processing circuit, the multiplied by the coefficient determined by the matrix  , each of component ( ) x t x t summed to obtain after multiplying,the received signal sampled at 1,... t T  ，then array output can be described as:
According to CS theory [6] [7] ,we can take array flow pattern ( ) to represent the solution matrix, the CSA algorithm through the following type to calculate space spectrum:
SVD-CSA Algorithm
For a single T N  , traditional algorithm will fail to solve the problem. CSA algorithm uses Mdiversity measure of FOCUSS algorithm optimization solution Eq.(6) directly owed through the set of equations Eq.(7) to calculate the spatial spectrum, but if the number of snapshots is large, the above arithmetic operations will has high complexity degree and can not achieve real-time processing. In order to reduce the computational complexity and improve noise immunity, we frequently use subspace thinking [1] [2] [3] in the array-based signal processing; this paper uses the array received signal matrix to SVD decomposition to extract the method of the signal subspace to DOA estimation.
SVD processing method
Traditional MUSIC algorithm, ESPRIT Algorithm and so on, which feature for receiving the data covariance matrix decomposition to extract the method of signal subspace and noise subspace to DOA estimation, when the source is relevant, however, there will be loss of rank covariance matrix and reduce the estimated performance. This article, do not assume whether the source is related, we only receive data matrix Y for M T  dimensional to SVD processing, namely the data matrix is decomposed into signal subspace and noise subspace:
[ ]
Among that, the matrix V is an orthogonal matrix, the singular values arranged in decreasing order of importance in the matrixU , and its value decreases fast. s U is a singular value matrix, which consists of K the signal subspace of the corresponding left singular vectors, N U is the noise subspace matrix which consists of the remaining M K  small eigenvalue corresponding left singular vectors. In many cases, the sum of the first K singular values accounted for the sum of all the singular values is 99%, the process of dimensionality reduction is to discard the left singular vectors of the process on behalf of the noise subspace, while the remaining vector into space signal subspace is after dimensionality reduction, assuming the number of sources K is known, retain the K lines of the U , we can be obtain signal components accumulated of M K  dimensional matrix.
  dimensional zero matrix, so we can obtain low-dimensional representation of Eq. (9):
Among that, ,
After SVD processing for data matrix, in theory, s Z is N K  dimensional matrix, as the right multiplication matrix is the matrix of elementary column transform. So s Z and Z have the same characteristics of the sparse, and s Z contain most of the energy of the signal.
The problem is transformed into solving the sparse matrix s Z . In Eq. (9), whether the source is coherence, the corresponding singular vectors of large singular values are a linear combination of the source array steering vector, the above analysis shows that SVD decomposition is essentially a signal component of the product, which makes the low SNR to signal processing. Compared with Eq. (6) and Eq. (9),we can know that receive data matrix reduced from M T  dimensional to M K  dimensions, the actual situation snapshot of the number of T is great, and the source of the number K is usually very small, that is met: T K  , thus solving Eq. (9) significantly reduces the amount of computation. Which shows in dimensionality that reduction CSA signal model for the optimal solution in following Eq.(9).
DOA estimation model optimization solution
After SVD processed for the data matrix, we require to solve the s N K  -dimensional and union K sparse matrix s Z ; for solving matrix s Z , we can separately search for each column, and gradually obtain every column of the matrix s Z ,we obtain sparse solution through solving the following constraint of optimization problem: 
Among that, (:, ) s Z k represents the matrix of the k -th column, CS theory to provide many of the best algorithm [6] [7] for solving underdetermined equations.
Simulation and performance analysis
This section presents simulation results to verify the performance of our proposed schemes. We compare the proposed scheme with CSA algorithm, traditional MUSIC algorithm and the spatial smoothing MUSIC algorithm to validate the effectiveness of algorithm by the far-field narrowband incoherent signals and coherent signals model. The CSA algorithm uses a random Gaussian matrix, decompose Gaussian matrix approximation by QR can well shrink the measurement matrix singular value of the value range, making the measurement matrix have better RIP constant. To some extent, approximate QR decomposition increased the reconstruction efficiency and improved the quality of solution [16] , The process is: QR decomposition of M N  dimensional random Gaussian matrix :
, only retain elements on the diagonal of R and other upper triangular elements are all set to 0,noting the newly acquired diagonal matrix for RS, than we can obtain a new observation matrix:
In this paper, we use the approximate QR decomposition of random Gaussian matrix as a compressed matrix. In the simulation experiments, we adopt the uniform linear array that the element number 16 N  and the array element spacing is a half wavelength, the signal observation sequence length that is fast beat number 100 T  , signal amplitude is subject to zero mean. Complex Gaussian variables that whose variance is 1 and signal and additive complex Gaussian white noise is uncorrelated, in RM-FOCUSS algorithm, we set 0.7, 45
    , use the root mean square error as the performance of the algorithm.
Experiment 1:
Two non-coherent signals incident angle are respectively 10 and 30 degree, SNR is 10 dB, compared the estimated root mean square error between the SVD-CSA algorithm and CSA algorithm in different compression ratios, compression value increases from 8 M  at intervals of 1 to 16 M  and conducts 300 independent Monte-Carlo experiment under different compression ratio, SVD-CSA algorithm uses both random Gaussian matrix and the approximate QR decomposed random Gaussian matrix as a compressed matrix. It can be seen from Fig.1 that the SVD-CSA algorithm performance which this paper proposed to use the random Gaussian matrix approximation QR decompose is significantly better than the other two use of random Gaussian matrix algorithm. Comparing the spatial spectrum's ability of distinguish between SVD-CSA algorithm, CSA algorithm and the MUSIC algorithm. And among them MUSIC algorithm is using traditional array. The two spatial spectrum of MUSIC algorithm and the paper used algorithm reflect different physical meaning, MUSIC algorithm reflects the distance from direction vector to the signal subspace and the proposed algorithm reflects the amount of signal energy on a certain point in space. So, the peak absolute height has no comparability. In order to facilitate comparison，Fig.2 shows a non-standardized spectrum. From the figure, we can see that as the incident angle of the two signals in close proximity and it has beyond the resolution of the MUSIC algorithm, so MUSIC algorithm mistaken two signal whose incident angle are adjacent and close for one signal. CSA algorithm is affected by noise which making its resolution is poor, but SVD-CSA algorithm can effectively distinguish two signals which incidence is close. At the same time, it can output a narrower peak and lower side lobe than MUSIC algorithm spectral estimation. Analyze the effective of different SNR to the three kinds of algorithm performance, two non-coherent signals incident angle are respectively 10 and 30 degree and do 300experiments each SNR. We can see from the Fig.3 that as the SNR increases, three kinds of algorithm's estimation properties becomes better. When SNR is below 0dB, SVD-CSA algorithm estimation RMSE is relatively bigger. But, if SNR is above 0dB, SVD-CSA algorithm's performance is equal to MUSIC algorithm 
Conclusions
In this paper, a narrow-band signal DOA estimation algorithm is proposed in this paper. The new algorithm simplified the DOA estimation problem to MMV problem, which can effectively estimate sparse signal in a single snapshot and a small number of snapshots (At this point do not do SVD). For large number of snapshot data, by utilizing SVD to process the received data, the proposed scheme entails lower computation and is more robust to noise compared with CSA algorithm. Compared with the most widely used subspace algorithms [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , the proposed algorithm has more advantages in the small amount of samples case. Compared with traditional arrays, SVD-CSA algorithm uses less frontend circuit that reduces the hardware complexity effectively and entails low data storage, affordable data transmission and processing.
